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Junior Arts Centre (JAC)
Immerse yourself in the visual and dramatic works 

which the students have created this year.

Visual Art 
Visit the Junior Art Room and create your own 

artwork. We will be running a ‘Popcorn Stand’ where 
visitors are invited to draw popcorn on a small sample 
bag that they can take with them (with some popcorn 
too!). Of course, what is popcorn without a movie? We 
will have art films running throughout the day which 
will include some ‘how to draw’ tutorials. 

The room will be open from 10am to 2pm for 
general viewing of student artworks created over the 
past semester.

Drama
At Ormiston College, we believe fostering creative and innovative 

minds through creative arts practice is the single most valuable 
transferable skill within the study of Drama. The study of Drama 
allows your child to immerse themselves in the broader learning 
experiences available through participation and engagement 
within this subject area. The core business of Drama Education 
in the 21st century is to foster creativity and innovation. Not only 
does Drama foster our young performers of tomorrow, but it also 
stimulates creative thinking, the power of imagination, problem 
solving, cultural engagement and communication. By participating 
in the vibrant Drama curriculum at Ormiston College, it is possible 
to foster these skills which are ultimately so crucial to a broad 
variety of subject areas and career paths. Join us at the Junior 
Stage for displays and performances throughout the day.

JUNIOR SCHOOL ON SHOW 
The Junior School classrooms are full of exciting things to see and experience. Classrooms are open and on show to 

highlight a variety of learning experiences that take place each and every day.

Our Prep area also has a special surprise for visitors with a baby animal farm with lots of furry friends to feed and cuddle. 

Time Year 
Level Activity Room Synopsis

10am - 
10.45am

Year 5 
Music

Music Class Junior 
Music Room

Junior Arts 
Centre

In Music, the Year 5s have been exploring instruments and 
playing together.  Come and enjoy songs and games - we 
will then arrange the music for different instruments. You’re 
welcome to join in.

10am to 2pm 

Popcorn 
popping
10.30 - 11am
12.30pm -1pm

Prep - 
Year 5

Art

Creating 
Artworks 

Junior 
Music Room

Junior Arts 
Centre

Visit the Arts Precinct to enjoy the Arts and create your own 
artwork. Explore the visual qualities of texture, line and shape 
by drawing popcorn on a small sample bag that you can take 
with you (with some popcorn too!).

10.30am - 
11.45am

Prep Discover where 
opportunity 
begins

Prep 
Precinct

Experience the wonder of the exciting Prep Program at 
Ormiston College by participating in a range of hands-on, 
engaging activities from key learning areas. Our passionate 
and professional Prep team welcome you into our dynamic 
classrooms, where our students’ learning journey begins.

10.45am - 
11.15am

Year 5 3D Geography 5JH Discover how students have used Makey Makey kits to 
bring inanimate objects to life see the endless possibilities 
of this electronic invention tool. Explore how our students 
have wired 3D models and created a proposal for the new 
Toondah Harbour site. Give your feedback on their designs 
and make suggestions for future development.

11am - 
11.45am

Year 3 Probots 3VP Join the students as they collaboratively build 3D shapes by 
programming a robot to draw a geometric design.

11am-12pm Year 4 3D Objects 4MM Discover how to draw, design and create a 3D object by 
grouping a variety of components. View your object from 
different perspectives, add stickers and create a vivid object. 
View student work of objects embedded into PowerPoint 
to create a persuasive presentation of how to ‘Trick the 
Trunchbull’.

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T
12.30pm - 
1pm

Year 1 Minecraft in 
Geography

1SB Create the Great Barrier Reef in Minecraft. Develop a deeper 
understanding of coral species and tropical fish and dolphins 
by re-creating a small part of our wonderful Barrier Reef while 
learning about Science, Geography and Digital Technologies.

1pm - 1.30pm Year 2 Readers’ Theatre 2BJ What is your favourite fairy tale? Learn how we bring these 
traditional stories to life through dramatic play.

1pm - 1.30pm Year 6 Ballad Recitals 
(first 15 minutes) 

Natural Disasters 

6MF Listen to some Year 6 students as they recite famous 
Australian bush ballads. 
View student work as we showcase some websites from our 
recent integrated unit on Natural Disasters. 

 



Ormiston College offers a comprehensive and vibrant 
co-curricular ensemble program for all students from Years 
1 to 12, which complements the work of our Classroom 
Music and Music Tuition programs. The College’s ensemble 
offering is exceptionally broad and caters to all our 
students’ abilities and age levels. Our dedicated ensemble 
directors rehearse their groups each week, focusing not 

only on musical excellence but also on team building and 
collaboration, while instilling a lifelong love of Music into our 
students. Come on down to our various Arts Precincts and 
performance spaces (including the Junior Arts Centre, the 
Junior School Courtyard and the Lingo Lin theatre) to hear 
performances and presentations throughout the day. 

Time Lingo Lin Performing Arts Theatre JAC Theatre Junior Stage

10am Symphonic Band Jazz Ensemble

10.15am Symphonic Band Junior Drama Performances

10.30am OC Chorus Junior Guitar Ensemble Junior Drama Performances

10.45am Redback Junior Percussion Ensemble

11am OC Chorale Flute Ensemble

11.15am Kinder Chorus Sonata Strings Big Band

11.30am OC Singers Subito Strings Big Band

11.45am Pochino Choir Chamber Strings Big Band

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T
12.30pm Yardbirds Senior Guitar Ensemble Junior Drama Performances

12.45pm Senior Percussion Ensemble OCTAVE (Year 7 Precinct) Junior Drama Performances

1.00pm OC Concert Band OC Rock Band

1.15pm Wind Ensemble OC Rock Band

1.30pm Year 5 Beginner Band Symphony Strings

1.45pm Chamber Singers OCCO
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MUSIC ON SHOW 



TED TALKS AND PRESENTATIONS 
Hear from our expert educators. Discover how 21st Century Teaching and Learning is evolving and how you can 
prepare your child for the future. 

TIME TITLE SYNOPSIS VENUE

10.30am Making Connections: 
Transitioning to 
Secondary Schooling

Phillip Makridakis, Head 
of Middle School

Moving from junior to secondary school is a big transition. It can be a 
very exciting time, full of new experiences and enjoyment as each child 
faces the challenges that a secondary education can bring. Children in the 
Middle Years go through significant changes physically, cognitively, morally, 
psychologically, socially and emotionally. Keeping this in mind, join Phillip 
Makridakis as he shares with you how your child will make connections to 
Year 7 and the Ormiston College community.

Year 7 
Precinct - 
Room 24

11am Making Connections: 
Planning for Academic 
Success 

Sandra Middleton, 
Deputy Head of  
Middle School

Being knowledgeable about, and prepared for, learning and assessment are 
keys to building successful foundations in Middle School. This Ted Talk will 
share the steps taken to ensure that all students can approach the academic 
learning and assessment tasks with confidence; being well prepared to give 
their best effort throughout the year. The six step Study Planning process is 
explained and how this is supported by key staff.

Year 7 
Precinct - 
Room 24

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T
12.45pm The Power of Music in 

a Digital World 

Emma Dron, 
Dean of Music

Few forms of art have enjoyed such widespread appeal as music, and 
even fewer can boast the longevity and continued vitality spanning across 
the decades. In an interactive presentation featuring Ormiston College’s 
specialist a capella ensemble OCTAVE, Emma Dron, Dean of Music, 
demonstrates the continued value of music in the 21st century environment.

Year 7 
Precinct - 
Room 24
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SPORT ON SHOW 
Watch students in action when you visit some 

of our sporting facilities. Trial games for Boys 
Basketball and Girls Touch Football will be in full 
swing.

Venues: The Somerset Sports Centre and the 
Senior Sports fields

Time: 10am to 12.30pm

CHILL-OUT ZONE 
Grab a coffee and some lunch and relax in our Chill-Out Zone and take the opportunity to chat to current parents, 

past students, College Careers Counsellor, our College Chaplain and Year Level Coordinators. 
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Showcase 
Activity Synopsis of Activity Time

English and 
Drama

Contribute to our discussion about what happens in a 21st Century English classroom.

As English teachers, we are periodically asked, “Why do students still study Shakespeare?” or 
parents will observe, “Oh, I studied To Kill a Mockingbird at school.” More frequently than we 
might like, people will conspiratorially share with us, “I have to tell you, I hated studying English 
at school”.

English can be perceived as dull and dry and where students are forced to read thick books that 
are so old they aren’t relevant to the 21st century. 

The English Department display is almost an installation art work. We have designed a classroom 
that in part reflects our current practices where you see current units and assessment tasks and 
speak to students about:  
• Year 8 Interactive e-books: In Year 8, students explored the writer’s craft, and in particular,

the literary elements, to create compelling heroic narratives. Explore their interactive
e-books for a Junior School audience.

• Year 9 Media vlogs.
• Year 10 Romeo and Juliet: Our students study a Shakespearean play and write an essay,

which is all very conventional, but we take a more multi-modal approach. See how live
performance and the online resource, Shakespeare in Bits Live have been incorporated into
their study.

• Year 12 Documentaries: Our students investigate an aesthetic, environmental, political, social
or technological issue to create a short documentary that presents a vision of the future.
Watch their documentaries.

Watch some Drama students perform scenes from A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

10am-
2pm

Mathematics Witness the action as students from Years 7 to 12 compete in the Showcase Day Maths Team 
Challenge.

Every year, teams of Ormiston College students compete in the Maths Team Challenge. The aim 
of this event is to foster interest in creative problem solving and allow for our students to work 
collaboratively to solve problems.

In 2018, Ormiston College Maths Teams had a clean sweep, winning the Junior, Intermediate and 
Senior categories.

The skills of our Maths Teams will once again be put to the test in the OC Showcase Day Maths 
Team Challenge. The Challenge will consist of three rounds, with each round testing the students 
in two of the six 21st Century Learning skills. 

Round 1: Collaboration and Self-Regulation
With the clock ticking, students will work together to solve a large problem. In the limited time 
available, it will be impossible for students to work on the whole problem alone. Instead, students 
must break the problem into smaller parts and assign these parts to different members of the 
group. Only once each student’s part is complete, can the larger problem be solved. 

Round 2: Real World Problem Solving and Communication
In round two, students will work on finding a solution to a real world (although slightly 
unbelievable) problem. This will not be a traditional textbook question, with students required to 
make assumptions and generate their own approximations before communicating their solution. 
As is often the case in the real world, there will be no ‘right’ answer, but some will be closer than 
others.

Round 3: Knowledge Construction and ICT
Students will be presented with a novel piece of mathematics that they have never encountered 
before. They must connect this new knowledge to prior learning to construct meaning. But not 
all mathematical problems can be solved using elegant formulae and equations. Students will 
instead use the vast computing power available to them on their own laptops to find an answer 
using ‘brute force’, a method common in mathematical endeavours today.

10am-
12.30pm

Lightboard Demonstrations and Use
Watch students creating mathematical video content by working on the lightboard or have a go 
yourself.

The Lightboard is a new way for teachers and students to make instructional maths videos or to 
demonstrate their mathematical knowledge. 

1pm-2pm

STUDENT-LED LEARNING SHOWCASE
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Science Year 7 Hydraulics
View machines in action, see advertisements produced, or even help Year 7 students construct a 
hydraulic machine. 

Year 7 Science students undertake a project-based learning task during their study of Physics.  A 
team consisting of project manager, designer, engineer, scriptwriter and video technician, work 
together in the Makerspace to design and construct a hydraulic machine using the materials 
supplied.  

Hydraulics is the branch of science and engineering concerned with the use of liquids to perform 
mechanical tasks.  The word ‘hydraulics’ comes from the Greek word (hydraulikos) meaning 
water pipe.  Pressure is applied by a piston or syringe to a fluid (water or oil) in a rigid vessel, 
causing the fluid to press on another piston or syringe that delivers energy to a load.   

The teacher facilitates the project.  Students learn the essential physics relating to forces and 
simple machines in order to produce a successful machine.  At the conclusion of the task, 
students record an advertisement to promote their machine’s usefulness in the real world.  

10am-
11am

Chemistry and Physics Demonstrations
Experience a variety of Chemistry and Physics demonstrations of some of the investigations 
students complete in class. These will include food chemistry analysis, equilibrium reactions 
and dry ice experiments linked to a chemistry topic on global warming, and the use of motion 
detectors linked to the Physics concept of forces and energy.

1pm-2pm

Heart and Lung Dissection 
Witness a heart and lung dissection to learn about anatomy and physiology. Dissections are 
a valuable experience to both our Middle School Science students and our Senior Biology 
students.  In Year 8 Science, students learn about human body systems in the context of organ 
donation.  Mr Michael Farnworth captivates his students with his dissection of a pluck (heart, 
liver and lungs of an animal) which illustrates the close relationship between the circulatory and 
respiratory systems.

12pm-
12.30pm

Year 12 Biology Homeostasis Extended Experimental Investigation 
Observe students in Year 12 Biology exposing subjects to a virtual world using the VIVE 
headsets. Changes in blood pressure and heart rate are recorded as subjects experience fear 
factors in a totally new way.

1pm-2pm

University of Queensland Science Ambassadors
Join the UQ Science Ambassadors for a range of Year 3 STEM Club activities and experience the 
Chemistry World in the Minecraft Education Edition.

UQ Science Ambassadors are high achieving Year 11 students nominated by their schools for 
demonstrating a strong interest in science and good communication and leadership skills.  In 
their role, ambassadors aim to raise the profile of science in their school by bringing science 
events, activities, opportunities and issues to the attention of fellow students.  

10am-
2pm

Interactive displays 
Interact with some of our displays. Year 8 students have produced an interactive t-shirt with an 
original trigger picture which links to a video to promote organ donation.

Year 9 students produced Science Fair projects to explain one of the nutrient cycles.

10am-
2pm

Humanities Year 9 Geography - Tread Lightly
 Explore the work of our Year 9 students who assumed the role of being an owner of an 
advertising agency tasked with the job of creating a new tourism advertisement. Tourism in 
Queensland is affected by external factors including the value of the Australian dollar and our 
relationship with other countries (eg: China), as well as internal factors such as natural disasters 
including cyclones, fire and floods.  The government is determined to continue to boost tourism 
to Queensland and, in particular, to the jewel in Queensland’s crown, the Great Barrier Reef (and 
its surrounds). In response Tourism Queensland (TQ) has undertaken a new marketing strategy 
for the Great Barrier Reef area (and surrounds) based on the theme ‘Tread Lightly’.  Students 
were given the scenario of being an owner of a new adverting agency in Queensland who has 
been selected to create a new advertisement to promote the Great Barrier Reef (primarily) 
and Tropical North Queensland (secondly) and develop a pitch to present to the Queensland 
Tourism Minister, The Honourable Kate Jones MP.

10am-
11am
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Year 9 History - World War One: Virtual Exhibit
Learn why students have chosen to exhibit particular items in a war museum. 2018 sees the 
centenary of the culmination World War One. Students were asked to consider the significance 
of this conflict by designing a museum exhibit for inclusion in the Australian War Memorial. The 
young historians were asked to submit a proposal concerning the inclusion of an individual, 
event or technological development in the exhibit to the Director the Australian War Memorial, 
Dr Brendan Nelson. 

11am-
12pm

Year 7 Geography - A Place To Call Home (Livability)
Observe how students justify the decisions they make about where to live in Ormiston. Making 
the decision about relocating your family to a new home can be a daunting prospect. Year 7 
students were presented with this problem in their research task for their Geography unit on 
liveability. Acting as a house broker, students had to make a recommendation to an interstate 
client concerning where to live in Ormiston. Students collected data in the field concerning the 
quality of two different locations, including using the app EpiCollect5 to record and transform 
their findings.

12pm-
12.30pm

Year 8 History - Life in the Middle Ages
Experience a snapshot of life in the Middle Ages. Often misunderstood by many as a bleak 
period of our world story, life in the Middle Ages was surprisingly rich and varied. Students were 
given the opportunity to investigate an aspect of life in the Middle Ages, a significant event, 
group or individual. Their findings provide an interesting and informative snapshot of this critical 
period in world history.

1pm-2pm

Business Involve yourself in a range of thought provoking and hands-on activities (games) as the Business 
Department highlights not only ‘what’ our students study, but also the ‘why’ our students 
study our subjects.  Have a go at some of the Legal Studies activities to stimulate your general 
knowledge regarding Motor Vehicles offences, Criminal offences, Legal and Court Processes, 
including the OC Moot.

10am-
11am

Business 
Gain some knowledge on starting a business. Information on start-up businesses are on show 
from Year 9 Café simulations to Year 10 Manufacturing and ICT, using the ABW online simulation 
program. 

11am-
12pm

Economics
Find out what the Australian economy will be like in the future. Student work on display reviews 
the current Australian economy and that of the world (Brexit, President Trump economics etc.) 
to forecast - ‘crystal ball gaze’ - its future. 

12pm-
12.30pm

Accounting 
Review the ease of MYOB and the use of flash cards to complete and illustrate the financial 
complexities of a business’s operation, especially within this current era of ethics and 
accountability. 

1pm-2pm

HPE Learn why movement is a powerful medium for learning.

Participating in OC’s Health and Physical Education programme offers students an experiential 
curriculum that is contemporary, relevant, challenging, enjoyable and physically active. 
Through the acquisition of movement skills, concepts and strategies, students can confidently, 
competently and creatively participate in a range of physical activities. Movement is a powerful 
medium for learning, through which students can acquire, practise and refine personal, 
behavioural, social and cognitive skills.

In this showcase, students and teachers will highlight how movement is a powerful medium for 
learning in an integrated performance environment. Using ICT is a natural learning tool in our 
environment.
Year 7: Using a SWAY to make decisions around a balanced lifestyle
Year 10: Community connection - teaching modified games to U11
Year 12: Developing targeted fitness components through the drill environment
Years 7-12: Can I actually draw on my video footage? (self-evaluation using video feedback)

10am-
2pm

Languages Get a taste of Japanese and German language and culture as we showcase the work of our 
Languages students. 

Year 8 Japanese 
How to use Morfo - an app that allows you to customise a photo and create a talking avatar. 
Students use this app to create self-introductions in Japanese in a form of a short video 
presentation. 

10am-
11am
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Year 8 German 
Flipgrid - online platform enabling fractured video communication. Students use Flipgrid for 
Speaking practice and assessment submission in communication with a German partner school.

11am-
12pm

Year 10 German 
Video projects - Students use Puppet Pals as practice apps and other video editing software to 
create job applications and advertisements in German.

12pm-
12.30pm

Year 8 Japanese 
Flipgrid - online platform enabling fractured video communication. Students use Flipgrid for 
speaking practice and assessment submission in communication with our Japanese sister 
school.

1pm-2pm

Art Come to the Senior School Arts Precinct to enjoy the arts and create your own artworks. Visual 
Art students have created an interactive installation inspired by the Japanese artist, Yayoi 
Kusama. The work explores our fascinations and phobias of germs. Visitors are invited to add 
stickers to the installation and to add to the germ doodles. Additionally, visitors may create their 
own jewellery inspired by the colour, patterns and forms of germs.  
In the Senior Art rooms, the Shared Space Gallery will be showcasing an exhibition of Year 10 
student work, ‘What is Really Going on in that Place?’. Guests may see and converse with Visual 
Art students in action as they create in the Visual Art studio spaces.

10am-
2pm

Technology Room 9
View the designs of the Graphics students. Senior Graphics students have devoted a lot of time 
this year to architectural design. Year 11 are developing a new-age wetlands and cultural centre, 
to be situated along the Redlands coastline, as a focal point for the local community. 

Room 10
Computer Programming - Year 9-12 selected students 
View and discuss the programming work of our Senior School students.

Computer Programming is a key component in the Technology curriculum at Ormiston 
College. Computational and Algorithmic Thinking has been identified by the State and Federal 
Government as an essential 21st century skill for all students. At Ormiston College we have been 
promoting the use of Python as a core programming language for the past eight years, and all 
students who study the new Digital Solutions senior course will learn to program using Python, 
Javascript and php. 

At Showcase this year, Year 12 students will demonstrate an information system, programmed 
using php and MySQL. Year 11 students will demonstrate the games they built in Python or 
Javascript, and Year 9 students will be working in teams using the Agile Framework to create 
computer games using Unity or Greenfoot (Java).

Robotics Club students will showcase the robots they have built and programmed in preparation 
for the Robocup Junior Rescue and Soccer competitions in August.

10am-
2pm

Music Gain an insight into the 21st century approaches to Music education we are currently utilising at 
Ormiston College. 

Sonic Expressions is a foundation unit offered in Year 10 Music, which allows students to 
understand that Music constitutes and contests the wide range of beliefs, values and meanings 
held and applied in societies.  With a particular focus on the music featured on Voyager’s 
Golden record, sent into space by NASA in 1977, students see music as a significant means of 
understanding, transmitting and transforming cultures. We will demonstrate the creative use of 
technology in this unit by presenting our students’ Podcast and Electronic Remix compositions.

Watch and listen to our students making music.  
• Year 9 and 10 students  perform some of their assessment pieces. (Rock ’n’ Roll, Rock Music 

and Protest Music) 
• Year 6 students run some GarageBand demonstrations.

View some recordings of our student work.
• Year 7 Jimmy Fallon videos will be looped in the Senior Music Room 
• Year 9 Rockumentary video and the Year 9 Promotional video in the Senior Music Room 
• Year 10 videos and recordings in the Senior Music Room

10am-
2pm
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YEARS

1988
-2

01

8

A   fter three decades of growing 
and working together, Ormiston 

College has certainly established itself 
as a wonderful College community and 
has emerged as one of Queensland’s 
most successful schools.

The College is recognised 
worldwide as one of only a select 
number of Schools of Excellence 
by Microsoft, and is recognised as 
a Microsoft Showcase School. The 
experienced College staff deliver 
curriculum in future-focussed, 
innovative, connected and inspired 
ways from early childhood 
onwards, providing students with a 
distinguished education. The College 
is committed to providing holistic, 
integrated educational programs that 
develop problem-solving, decision-
making, and critical and creative 
thinking skills to enable students 
to meet the demands of the ever-
changing 21st century.

Ormiston College provides its 
students with a quality, caring, private 
education and students excel not 
only academically but also through 
an extensive range of cultural and 
sporting opportunities.  Students 
have enjoyed outstanding success in 
sport; high-quality performance and 
coaching across all sports has made 
Ormiston College a TAS Champion 
School.  

Success has also been achieved 
in cultural activities. Participation 
in the most recent Wynnum Manly 
Speech and Drama Eisteddfod saw 
the students come away with over 
100 awards and prizes. The depth of 
student talent and the commitment of 
staff to training and coaching are also 
evident in the extensive co-curricular 
music program that is on offer to all 
students.

Over 30 major music events per 
year provide students with many 
opportunities to develop and refine 
their musical talents.  Tours, Band 
Camp, Australian A Cappella Awards, 
State Honours Ensemble Program, 

Choral Camp, local community 
performances, eisteddfods, recitals, 
and more, provide wonderful 
performance opportunities for the 
students. All of these co-curricular 
opportunities outside the classroom 
are part of the College’s vision to 
create well-rounded individuals.

This vision also includes creating 
young men and women who play 
an active and positive role in their 
communities, not just locally but 
globally. As such, the College 
prioritises providing students with 
opportunities to develop character, 
responsibility, initiative and integrity, 
social awareness and good 
citizenship. The OC Hearts and Hands 
program which provides opportunities 
for student participation in service 
initiatives and projects within the 
wider community of Redlands, has 
this year, provided blankets for the 
homeless as part of their Share The 
Warmth initiative and also knitted 
blankets and toys for the premature 
babies at Redlands Hospital. Service 
is also provided by students on 
an international scale with senior 
students given the opportunity to 
travel overseas to assist in community 
projects in countries like India and 
Nepal. Student leadership committees, 
such as the Social Justice Committee, 
have through their fundraising, 
provided support to a variety of 
community projects, including the 
Sycamore School in Alexandra Hills, 
the Redlands District Special School 
and the Redlands Mater Hospital.

Over the past three decades, 
Ormiston College has nurtured and 
guided thousands of students through 
Junior School and Secondary School 
on their journey to Graduation.  For 
this, it has received overwhelming 
rewards, including global recognition. 

For the third year in a row, The 
Educator Magazine acknowledged the 
College for being at the forefront of 
innovation for its outstanding use of 
meaningful technology. The College’s 
exceptional achievements have 
also been recognised this year with 
Ormiston College and its staff selected 
as finalists in eight categories in the 
inaugural Australian Education Awards 
2018.  This notable accomplishment 
also puts Ormiston College in the 
running for Australian School of the 
Year.

The achievements of the College’s 
past students offer evidence that an 
Ormiston College education does 
provide everything that it set out 
to do. The original dream was to 
create a school that would provide an 
atmosphere of academic excellence 
with the College motto ‘Seek to 
Achieve’. The College constantly 
receives information from around 
the globe on the diverse occupations 
and the outstanding career paths 
taken by its Alumni. Additionally, it 
is an added compliment each time a 
second-generation student enrols at 
the College to follow in their parent’s 
footsteps.  

With the momentum of 30 strong 
years behind it, the College continues 
to look to the future. The school is 
focused on community and working 
together. It is focused on its students 
yet to graduate as they establish a 
foundation from which their dreams 
will one day be realised.  It is also 
focused on pushing the boundaries of 
school innovation and the quality of 
classroom learning.

Opportunity starts with a single 
step. Discover the opportunities that 
an Ormiston College education can 
provide your child.

In July 1985, a small steering committee, with a very strong vision, proposed building a school that 
would provide an atmosphere of academic excellence and community engagement within the 
Redlands. This school would come to be called Ormiston College.

“  Opportunity starts with a single step. Discover the 
opportunities that an Ormiston College education can  
provide your child. ”

“  The College prioritises providing students with opportunities 
to develop character, responsibility, initiative and integrity, social 
awareness and good citizenship. ”

Ormiston College Celebrates  
30 Years of Excellence in Education
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Time Interactive Student-Led  
Learning Showcase

Somerset Sports Centre

10am 
-2pm

ENGLISH - ROOM 4
• Year 8 Interactive e-books; Year 9 Media vlogs; Year 10 

Romeo and Juliet: a more multi-modal approach; Year 12 
Documentaries.

MUSIC - SENIOR MUSIC ROOM
• Students making music: Year 9 and 10 students perform 

some of their assessment pieces. (Rock ’n’ Roll, Rock Music 
and Protest Music); Year 6 students run some GarageBand 
demonstrations.

• Recordings of student work: Year 7 Jimmy Fallon; Year 9 
Rockumentary video and the Year 9 Promotional video; Year 10 
videos and recordings.

ART - SENIOR ART ROOM
• See and converse with Visual Art students in action as they 

create in the Visual Art studio spaces.  In the Senior Art rooms, 
the Shared Space Gallery will be showcasing an exhibition of 
Year 10 student work, ‘What is Really Going on in that Place?’

TECHNOLOGY
ROOM 9
• View the designs of the Graphics students.
ROOM 10
• Computer Programming - Year 9 to Year 12 selected students
• View and discuss the programming work of our Senior School 

students.

SCIENCE - University of Queensland  
Science Ambassadors
• Join the UQ Science Ambassadors from 

Ormiston College for a range of  
Year 3 STEM Club activities and experience 
the Chemistry World in the Minecraft 
Education Edition.

HPE (P1 and P2)
• Year 7: Using a SWAY to make decisions 

around a balanced lifestyle.
• Year 10: Community connection - teaching 

modified games to U11.
• Year 12: Developing targeted fitness 

components through the drill environment.
• Years 7-12: Can I actually draw on my 

video footage? (self-evaluation using video 
feedback).

10am 
-11am

HUMANITIES - ROOM 1
• Year 9 Geography - Tread Lightly.
BUSINESS - ROOM 3
• Hands-on activities to highlight not only ‘what’ our students 

study, but also ‘why’ students study Business subjects.
LANGUAGES - ROOM 30
• Year 8 Japanese: How to use Morfo.

SCIENCE - HALL OF FAME
• Year 7 Hydraulics - Interactive displays. 
• Year 8 students have produced an interactive 

t-shirt with an original trigger picture which 
links to a video to promote organ donation.

• Year 9 students produced Science Fair 
Projects to explain one of the nutrient cycles.

10am 
-12.30pm

MATHEMATICS - ROOM 2
Showcase Day Maths Team Challenge. 
• Round 1: Collaboration and Self-Regulation
• Round 2: Real World Problem Solving and Communication.
• Round 3: Knowledge Construction and ICT.

11am 
-12pm

HUMANITIES - ROOM 1
• Year 9 History - World War One: Virtual Exhibit.
BUSINESS - ROOM 3
• Year 9 Café simulations and Year 10 Manufacturing and ICT, 

using the ABW online simulation program.
LANGUAGES - ROOM 30
• Year 8 German: Flipgrid.

SCIENCE - HALL OF FAME
• Chemistry and Physics demonstrations.

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T
12pm 
-12.30pm

HUMANITIES - ROOM 1
• Year 7 Geography - A Place To Call Home (Livability).
BUSINESS - ROOM 3
• Economics - Forecasting the Future.
LANGUAGES - ROOM 30
• Year 10 German: Video.

SCIENCE 
• Heart and Lung Dissection - the close 

relationship between the circulatory and 
respiratory systems.

12.30pm 
-1pm

SENIOR DRAMA - SOUTHERN COURTYARD
• A Midsummer Night’s Dream.

1pm  
-2pm

MATHEMATICS - ROOM 2
• Lightboard demonstrations and use.
HUMANITIES - ROOM 1
• Year 8 History - Life in the Middle Ages.
BUSINESS - ROOM 3
• Accounting.
LANGUAGES - ROOM 30
• Year 8 Japanese: Flipgrid.

SCIENCE
• Year 12 Biology Homeostasis Extended 

Experimental Investigation.
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Time Junior School

10am              JUNIOR ARTS CENTRE
Year 5 - Music Class Demonstration 

10am              ROOM 6MF
• YEAR 6 - Ballad Recitals (first 15 minutes) 

Natural Disasters

10.30am ROOM 2BJ 
• Year 2 - Readers’ Theatre

11am ROOM 1SB
• Year 1 - Minecraft In Geography

11.30am ROOM 3VP
• Year 3 - Probots

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  
I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T

12.30pm ROOM 5HP
• Year 5 - 3D Geography

1pm ROOM 4MM
• Year 4 - 3D Objects

Time Year 7 Precinct

10.30am • TED Talk:  
Making Connections - Transitioning to 
Secondary Schooling

11am • TED Talk:  
Planning For Academic Success

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S 
12.45pm • TED Talk:  

  The Power of Music in a Digital World - 
Featuring OCTAVE

Time Lingo Lin Performing Arts Theatre JAC Theatre Junior Stage

10am Symphonic Band Jazz Ensemble

10.15am Symphonic Band Junior Drama Performances

10.30am OC Chorus Junior Guitar Ensemble Junior Drama Performances

10.45am Redback Junior Percussion Ensemble

11am OC Chorale Flute Ensemble

11.15am Kinder Chorus Sonata Strings Big Band

11.30am OC Singers Subito Strings Big Band

11.45am Pochino Choir Chamber Strings Big Band

12PM H E A D M A S T E R ’ S  A D D R E S S  I N  T H E  Y E A R  7  P R E C I N C T
12.30pm Yardbirds Senior Guitar Ensemble Junior Drama Performances

12.45pm Senior Percussion Ensemble OCTAVE (Year 7 Precinct) Junior Drama Performances

1pm OC Concert Band OC Rock Band

1.15pm Wind Ensemble OC Rock Band

1.30pm Year 5 Beginner Band Symphony Strings

1.45pm Chamber Singers OCCO

Experience the wonder of the exciting  
Prep Program at Ormiston College.
In a special Showcase Day program, you and 
your child will participate in a range of hands-on, 
engaging activities from key learning areas, led by the 
passionate and professional Prep team.  

10.30am to 11.45am 

Prep at Ormiston College
Where opportunity begins

SOMERSET SPORTS CENTRE,  
HALL OF FAME

OC STEM 
CHALLENGE*

Time Content
10.30am-11.30am Drone Flying
11.30am-12.30pm Microbit Coding
12.30pm-1.30pm Sphero Robot Programming

WORKSHOPS

* For pre-registered students
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